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Highlights 
• Temporal change in total and contributing PAH concentrations identified in gully pots sediments; 
• Two diagnostic ratios indicate different trends in the temporal shift of major PAHs sources; 
• Gully pot sediments reflect changes in catchment-scale pollutant mitigation measures. 

 

Introduction 
Addressing diffuse pollution is identified as one of the major challenges in meeting the EU Water Framework 
Directive (2000), where urban runoff a key mechanism that transports diffuse pollution from various sources 
to surface waters. A common stage in the pathway from source to recipient is the transport of runoff through 
a gully pot (GP). However, whilst a ubiquitous urban drainage feature, relatively little is understood about in-
pot GP sediment behaviour and if the pollutant loads of accumulated sediments reflect catchment 
characteristics. As a contribution to testing this hypothesis, this paper compares the PAH concentration and 
composition of sediments accumulated in the same seven GPs over two distinct time periods – pre- 2005 
(reported in Karlsson and Viklander, 2008) and post-2018 - and investigates their relationship to catchment 
changes including traffic data and changes in environmental regulations over the same time periods.    
 

Methodology 
The GPs sampling and analysis procedures are as described in Karlsson and Viklander (2008). In brief, seven 
GPs were investigated in the city of Luleå, Sweden. Four GPs (R1 – R4) are located on an urban highway (9200 
vehicles/day (v/day)) and three (H2 – H4) are located in a residential area (325 v/day) on the outskirt of the 
city (detached houses with chimneys and private garages). The GP contributing areas are asphalt roads (both 
catchments), private gardens and roofs (housing catchment only). The time period since GPs were last 
emptied varied from two years (R1-R4) to 13 years for H2-H4. This compares to one year for R1, four-months 
for R2 – R4, and >25-years (1980-2005) for H1-H4 in the study by Karlsson and Viklander (2008). GPs were 
emptied using a hydraulic-dredging based eductor truck and contents immediately transferred to the 
laboratory where the truck was thoroughly cleaned after each GP emptying. The combination of extracted 
standing water (where present), sediment and injected water for hydraulic dredging (referred to henceforth 
as gully pot mixture) was collected in individual containers overlain with a layer of high-density polyethylene 
(HDPE) bag. Water samples were directly collected in dark-glass bottles and stored at 4°C prior to analyses. 
The remaining standing water was pumped out from each container to facilitate the collection of 
representative sediment sub-samples following the coning and quartering approach described in ASTM 
(1985). Sediment subsamples were stored at 4 °C prior to analyses. Water samples were filtered using 1.6 
µm pore size glass-fibre filters to collect suspended solids, and sediments were sieved to remove the ≥ 2 mm 
size fraction. Particulate and sediment samples were freeze-dried prior to the analyses for naphthalene 
(NAP), acenaphthylene (ACY), acenaphthene (ACE), fluorene (FL), phenanthrene (PHE), anthracene (ANT), 
fluoranthene (FLA), pyrene (PYR), benzo(a)anthracene (BaA), chrysene (CHR), benzo(b)fluoranthene (BbF), 
benzo(k)fluoranthene (BkF), benzo(a)pyrene (BaP), dibenzo(a,h)anthracene (DahA), benzo(g,h,i)perylene 
(BghiP) and indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene (IcdP). The PAH concentration was determined by gas chromatography-
mass spectrometry (GC-MS), performed by the accredited laboratory ALS Scandinavia AB.  
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Results and discussion 
The median concentration of total 16 PAHs in GP sediments decreased by over 95 %; from 11.7 mg/kg for 
pre-2005 sediment samples (Karlsson and Viklander, 2008) to 0.45 mg/kg for post-2018 sediment samples 
(current study). Such a consistent reduction across all sites is thought to be associated with a range of changes 
in catchment activities, mainly concerning improved PAH emission reduction measures taken by local 
industries and the transition from decentralised heating to district heating (identified as the two major 
sources of PAH release in Sweden (Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, 2020a)). The efficacy of these 
measures to reduce PAH emissions is confirmed by Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (2020b), which 
reported a > 98 % reduction of total annual atmospheric PAH emissions during 2007 – 2020 for Luleå. Whilst 
traffic is an established source of PAHs, it is not considered to be a key factor in the reduction of total 
concentrations here as the traffic intensity for both catchments remained approximately the same over the 
time periods compared. Figure 1 displays the changes in the contribution of PAHs (by molecular-weight; MW) 
to total PAH concentrations for both suspended solids and sediment samples collected in comparison to the 
findings of Karlsson and Viklander (2008). Data shows that a major temporal transformation from the light 
PAHs (PAH-L) dominated profile exhibited in the pre-2005 samples to a heavy PAH (PAH-H) dominated profile 
for samples from post-2018. This change is a function of the decrease of PAH-L contents over time; from a 
median concentration of 6.775 mg/kg in pre-2005 samples to 0.0195 mg/kg, with over 70 % of post-2018 
sediment samples reported as below the LOQ of 0.015 mg/kg. A decrease of a similar magnitude is also 
identified for medium MW PAHs (PAH-M), with a > 95 % reduction in concentration when comparing pre-
2005 and post-2018 sediment samples. In contrast to these reductions, the median concentration of PAH-H 
exhibited an increase of over 20 % despite mitigating measures e.g. an EU ban on tyres containing highly 
aromatic (HA) oils since 2010. The continuous use of unworn HA-oils-containing tyres is considered the major 
contributor to the presence of PAH-H in post-2018 sediment samples, which has become a more dominant 
source (despite parity in traffic intensity) as emissions from industrial and residential sources have decreased. 
 

 
Figure 1. Percentage fraction patterns of PAH-L (NAP, ACY and ACE), PAH-M (FL, PHE, ANT, FLA and PYR) and PAH-H (B(a)A, CHR, BbF, 
BkF, BaP, DahA, BghiP and IcdP) are displayed for suspended solids and sediments samples from respective sampling occasions. 
Percentage fraction patterns of PAHs are benchmarked for three local industry-based atmospheric emission points (industrial-a-17, 
Industrial-b-17, and industrial-c-17) and Norway-based gully pots sediment samples reported in Leikanger and Roseth (2016). 
 
Two commonly adopted diagnostic ratios were applied to infer the potential sources of PAHs (Yunker et al., 
2002). Regarding the ratio of “FLA/(FLA + PYR)”, two distinct clusters formed relating to the pre-2005 and 
post-2018 samples sets (Figure 2), suggesting a temporal shift from “grass, wood & coal combustion” to 
“petroleum combustion” predominated source of PAHs. However, such a shift was not distinguished by the 
ratio of “IcdP/(IcdP + BghiP)”, where major sample sets from both sampling occasions fall into the “petroleum 
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combustion” category. However, this latter ratio has also been questioned for selecting a threshold ratio of 
0.5 to differentiate “petroleum” from ”grass, wood & coal-” combustion (Yunker et al., 2002). This study also 
supports the need for caution in applying this ratio as its use here would classify industrial activities that are 
coal-coke based as petroleum based.  
 

 
Figure 2. PAHs cross plots for sediment and suspended solids ratios of IcdP/(IcdP + BghiP) and FLA/(FLA + PYR) (additional data points: 
vehicle emission and birch wood burning (Hedberg et al., 2002), housing, road and industry 2005 (Karlsson and Viklander, 2008); 
industry a, b and c 2017 (Personal communication, April 21, 2021); Norway-16 (Leikanger and Roseth, 2016)). 
 

Conclusions and future work 
• Impacts of mitigation measures adopted by local industry and switch to centralised district heating 

reflected in GP sediment quality;  
• Use of the FLA/(FLA + PYR) diagnostic ratio suggested a temporal shift in the dominant source of 

PAHs but use of the IcdP/(IcdP + BghP) ratio was not consistent. More GP sediment samples are 
needed to further explore use of both diagnostic ratios; 

• GP sediment sampling has the potential to be a powerful tool in tracing, mapping and evaluating the 
source and fate of pollutants and the impact of mitigation measures applied.  
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